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Abstract: The professional basketball league does not only create material wealth, but its high ornamental 
spiritual wealth is widely recognized by society. With the current domestic CBA professional basketball 
league's introduction and use of foreign player policy and implementation of the system, it is making the 
overall CBA's competitive level and ornamental has been greatly improved. But it should not to be over-
looked that this status will also have a certain influence on the training and development of domestic players. 
Therefore, this paper focuses on the adverse influence of playing time of foreign player on domestic players 
under the four-person six-point foreign player policy, and hopes that the discussion in this paper can have 
some reference value for the research and system of CBA's foreign player policy. 
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1. Introduction 
At present, the continuous development of basketball in 
our country has drawn more and more attention from all 
walks of life. Its professional league matches have gradu-
ally been established in China. However, due to the sig-
nificant difference between the development level of the 
domestic professional basketball league and other coun-
tries, and the league system is also very different from 
other leagues [1]. In particular, for the adjustment and 
change of foreign player, its ultimate goal is to use for-
eign player’s superb technical level, which is making the 
development of the league more commercial and orna-
mental, so as to promote the development of CBA pro-
fessional basketball league [2]. 

2. Research Object 
For the influence of foreign player playing time on CBA 
players, research methods are listed as follows: 
Documentation method: In the process of writing, the 
author searched through the databases of CBA league 
foreign player policy with databases such as Baidu, 
CNKI, Wanfang, VIP and Longyuan Periodicals, and 
also made reference to academic monographs published 
at home and abroad. The materials covered psychology, 

Sports and other disciplines, which provide rich theoreti-
cal support for the study of this paper [3]. 
Mathematical Statistics: By SPSS 18.0 of statistical soft-
ware, statistical questionnaire survey indicates to provide 
the basis for the study. We have used Excel software to 
get the raw data of statistical calculation, and make charts 
with Excel [4]. 
Logical analysis: In the course of writing, this paper 
draws the data results through the questionnaire results, 
and repeatedly reads the literature materials collected 
from various channels, and compares the theoretical 
knowledge with the actual questionnaire survey horizon-
tally and vertically, and uses the logical analysis method 
to sum up and summarize integrated knowledge of the 
essay writing [5]. 

3. Results Analysis 
3.1. The influence of playing time of foreign players 

In recent years, the system of foreign player has been 
constantly changing every season and has been lack of 
stability. The time and number of foreign player players 
have increased. This has caused most of the teams to rely 
too much on foreign player to exert great influence on the 
improvement of domestic players' standards [6]. 
 

Table 1. Foreign Player Use Policies of CBA League Change over the Years 
Season Foreign player policy 

2004-2005 4 sections 4 people, the last game only allows one foreign player play 
2005-2006 4 regular season 4 people, 4 postseason playoffs 
2007-2007 4 sections 5 people 
2007-2008 Foreign player is not limited to playing time and attendance. However, with the Bayi team competition, the implementation of 
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4 sections 5 (including Asian foreign player) after the 5 teams can add a sub-Asia. 
2009-2010 4 sections 6 people, but with Bayi team competitions of the implementation of 4 sections 5 (including Asian foreign player) 
2011-2012 4 sections 6 people, when against the Bayi team with 4 sections 5 people 
2012-2013 4 sections 6 people, when against the Bayi team with 4 sections 5 people 
2014-2015 League 4 single foreign player (except for Asian foreign player) after the eight teams can increase an Asia outside 

2015-2016 2 people 4 sections 6 person times, the fourth quarter can only play 1 person. Asian foreign player is equivalent to the 
domestic players, the league after 6 teams can have 3 foreign player (including 1 Asian foreign player) 

 

3.2. The influence of the key ball processing 

In the season of 2015-2016, Sichuan team won the 
championship by defeating the Liaoning team with score 
of 4: 1. The victory of Sichuan team largely depends on 
the number and performance of foreign player. Sichuan 

team and Liaoning team foreign player score, the number 
of foreign player shots and the average playing time with 
the domestic players are shown in the following three 
tables [7]: 

 
Table 2. Scoring Tables of the two Teams Foreign Player in Five Games 

Team total score Proportion 

Team Sichuan team 3 
foreign player 

Liaoning team 2 
foreign player Sichuan team Liaoning team Sichuan (%) Liaoning team 

(%) 
First 56 48 89 103 62.9 46.6 

second 60 37 96 88 68.8 42 
Third 80 55 109 104 73.4 52.9 

Fourth 58 44 96 87 60.4 48.3 
Fifth 58 54 94 91 61.7 59.3 

 
From the three tables, we can see from the data and the 
video of the CBA finals that the two teams played a deci-
sive role in the team competition [8-10]. They scored 
higher points and shots than domestic players, especially 
behind the team under the circumstances rely on foreign 
player to reverse the world, so that the game has been 
greatly enhanced the degree of excitement, but this also 

shows that on the other hand the domestic players in the 
game only act as a supporting role, not through the game 
to exercise their own level. In addition, foreign player in 
the game alone is not conducive to the team's overall 
tactical training, with the lack of smooth cooperation 
between players [11]. 

 
Table 3. Shots and the Total Number of Foreign Players Accounted for the Total Number of Shots for two Teams  

Team total score Proportion 

Team Sichuan team 3 
foreign player 

Liaoning team 2 
foreign player Sichuan team Liaoning team Sichuan (%) Liaoning team (%) 

First 50 31 82 81 60.9 38.3 
second 54 37 87 84 62 44 
Third 53 38 80 82 66.2 46.3 

Fourth 51 39 82 87 62.6 44.8 
Fifth 46 46 81 93 56.8 49.4 

 
Table 4. Average Playing Time and the Difference of Average Playing Time with the Domestic Players for two Teams  

   Domestic player Difference 

Team Sichuan team  
foreign player 

Liaoning team 
foreign player Sichuan team Liaoning team Sichuan team Liaoning team 

First 37.9 35. 21 18.8 16.9 16.5 
second 39.3 36 20.3 24 19 12 
Third 38.2 36.1 15.7 24 22.5 12.1 

Fourth 39.1 36 19.9 24 19.2 12 
Fifth 38.1 36 21 24 17.1 12 

 

4 . Conclusions 
CBA occupation watching league has used a four-for-six 
foreign player system, and has improved the league's 
viewing ability, but the local players' playing time has 
been reduced adversely affecting the training and devel-
opment of domestic players. 

Due to the individual technical level and high stability of 
foreign player, the coach basically arranges the key ball 
to foreign player. In addition, the domestic players also 
voluntarily give the ballot to the foreign team members, 
resulting in the illusion of data. This has led to the lack of 
confidence and experience of domestic players in han-
dling key issues. This is one of the main reasons why 
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domestic players often perform poorly in some interna-
tional competitions. 

Suggestions 
We should optimize the introduction of foreign player 
system, and develop relevant measures and policies to 
save money as the standard introduction of foreign player 
as appropriate. 
The excessive playing time for foreign player accounts 
for the playing time of domestic players and the im-
provement of the foreign player should use special policy. 
In addition to playing the role of foreign player, it also 
needs to be made enough for domestic players to get ex-
ercise. Especially in dealing with the key ball, we should 
give more opportunities to enhance the confidence of 
domestic players, and let them accumulate experience 
and improve their competitive level. 
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